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a b s t r a c t

The use of models to predict disease cases is common in epidemiology and related areas, in the
context of Covid-19, both ARIMA and Neural Network models can be applied for purposes of optimized
resource management, so the aim of this study is to capture the linear and non-linear structures of
daily Covid-19 cases in the world by using a hybrid forecasting model. In summary, the proposed
hybrid system methodology consists of two steps. In the first step, an ARIMA model is used to analyze
the linear part of the problem. In the second step, a neural network model is developed to model the
residuals of the ARIMA model, which would be the non-linear part of it. The neural network model
was superior to the ARIMA when considering the capture of weekly seasonality and in two weeks, the
combination of models with the capture of seasonality in two weeks provided a mixed model with
good error metrics, that allows actions to be premeditated with greater certainty, such as increasing
the number of nurses in a location, or the acceleration of vaccination campaigns to diminish a possible
increase in the number of cases.

© 2022 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Covid-19 (Sars-CoV-2), was already previously present in na-
ure, however, until now due to a mutation in its Spike protein,
he virus has exponentially increased its transmissibility [1], be-
ng spread all over the world. In general, the incubation period for
he virus is 1 to 14 days. In addition to personal protective mea-
ures, such as social distancing and the use of masks and hand
anitizers, it is also recommended that the infected, or people that
ould possibly be infected, avoid contact with pets, due to the
ossibility of human–animal transmission, given as a suggestion
hat some animals such as cats may act like intermediaries for the
irus [2].
Despite the symptomatic cases of Covid-19, there are also

symptomatic cases, which can also contaminate their surround-
ngs, even though there are no symptoms, they also pose risks for
hose who come into contact with these individuals [3]. In studies
o understand the historical behavior of the pandemic such as
n [4] the historical process in which the World Health Organi-
ation (WHO) initially identified a cluster of pneumonia cases in
hina from December 31 in the city of Wuhan is minutiously
etailed and it gets to the point from November 2020 to January
021 when there was growth concerning the new variants of
ars-CoV-2.

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: lucasrabeloufba@gmail.com (L.R. de Araújo Morais).
ttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.asoc.2022.109315
568-4946/© 2022 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
The use of models to predict disease cases is very common in
epidemiology and related areas, in the context of Covid-19, some
works chose to investigate risk prediction deciding to work with
Neural Network models and X-ray images in the field of computer
vision like the works of [5,6], the main contribution of this paper
is to discuss and present the use of hybrid modeling to predict
the number of cases in order to help planning and resource
optimization. [7] classified the scenarios of main application of AI
in the Covid-19 pandemic in three main fields, where works that
deal with computer vision and image classification are classified
in the field of early detection and diagnosis of infection, the field
of potential treatment, containing studies and applications that
deal with the use of AI for predicting effective and safe drugs, and
the field of outbreak and prediction of virus spread, with studies
and applications of forecasting models, which is also the subject
of this work.

In the context of Covid-19 both ARIMA and Neural Network
models can be applied for purposes of optimized resource man-
agement, such as purchasing masks, ICU beds or to guide the
adoption of public policies, however there may be limitations in
applying only one of these models separately [8], while reviews
on Covid-19 forecasting literature such as [9] suggests that stud-
ies addressing the development of hybrid approaches to forecast
the pandemic should be proposed, the literature review of [10]
revealed that studies based on the conventional machine learning
models such as Support Vector Machine, Random Forest and Mul-
tilayer Perceptron Neural Networks showed poor performance
while implemented standalone, even though the authors identify

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.asoc.2022.109315
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/asoc
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/asoc
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.asoc.2022.109315&domain=pdf
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hese models as the mostly used in the pandemic, pointing that
he performance appeared to be better for hybrid models coupled
ith optimization techniques.
Works about hybrid AI modeling in the context of the Sars-

oV-2 pandemic were also traced by reviews such as [11], that
howed that this method was also used in studies of the field of
omputer vision with X-ray images, but also traces one study that
sed a hybrid machine learning model for time series forecasting
ith data from China, apart from that the authors also identify
NN, RF, ResNet and SVM approaches as the most used against
ovid-19, and found that from 264 studies 84% used either com-
utational tomography or X-ray images. In this context the aim
f this study is to capture the linear and non-linear structures of
aily Covid-19 cases in the world, using a classical approach pro-
osed by [8], to evaluate the construction of a hybrid model for
orecasting daily Covid-19 cases around the world and discussing
ts use to help the management of resources and action-taking in
he healthcare sector.

. Methodology

The database is publicly available and it is owned by the orga-
ization Our World In Data (OWID) [12], containing information
n the number of daily cases in several countries around the
orld, the database is real-time updated and the information is
ollected from various government and press agencies and it was
sed to build the time series of daily Covid-19 cases in the world
ntil April 25th 2021, the R software (Version 4.0.3) was used to
uild forecast models and database processing.

.1. Forecasting models

A hybrid model based on [8], using a multilayer perceptron
eural network (MLP) and an ARIMA model was constructed
n order to make predictions for the daily number of Covid-19
nfections in the world. ARIMA models and MLP Neural Network
tructures were initially adjusted, then the models with the best
rror metrics were used to build the hybrid model, the error met-
ics used to evaluate the models are the MASE (Mean Absolute
caled Error), the SMAPE (Symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage
rror) and the R2 (Coefficient Of Determination).
The MASE is considered by some authors the best error mea-

ure available for predictions [13], since it is less sensitive to
utliers, when MASE < 1, on average, the errors are smaller than
simple naïve model. The SMAPE was used as an alternative

o the MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error), since problems
hat could arise from small values are less severe for the SMAPE.
he coefficient of determination R2 close to 1 indicates an almost
erfect relationship between the fitted model and the data, while
n R2 close to 0 implies that just fitting the mean is similar to the
itted model [14].

.2. ARIMA model

There is great utility in using the Arima model to guide disease
anagement so that the effects of the intervention on the disease
tudied can be predicted. It is stated by [15] that ‘‘Clinical studies
ave benefited from the use of these techniques, given the great
pplicability of the ARIMA model’’. In this work, we chose the
rima model to predict the number of daily cases of Covid-19 in
he world in the year 2021, for such, since we dealt with real-time
pdated data, a model was fitted in 4 time windows of 7 days,
he model that presented the best average MASE was considered
s the best model for later prediction of cases. The study by [15]
riefly describes the ARIMA model and also suggests that ‘‘since
he periodic structures of infectious disease epidemics change
 m

2

over time. In this case, it is suggested to use short periods of
time segment to analyze the effects of each segment’’. In [16] this
technique is used, the paper also mentions a few studies that used
time intervals between epidemics in Japan.

Although [8] summarizes the ARIMA model, the model is also
detailed in other studies such as [17], where the forecasting
process is mathematically described, however the Box–Jenkins
methodology used to adjust the Arima(p,d,q) model and the au-
toregressive models ARMA, ARIMA, SARIMA and ARMAX, may be
found with a more developed definition in studies like the one
developed by [18], which also defines the autoregressive model
of order p AR(P), the process of moving averages MA(q) of order q,
the order d in which the process is stationary and SARIMA models
(p,d,q)x(P,D,Q)[m] where m is the seasonal period of the model,
the model parameters and the Box–Jenkins methodology can also
be found briefly in [19].

y′
t is the differenced series in the full ARIMA(p,d,q) model,

hich may be written as:
′

t = c + φ1y′

t−1 + · · · + φpy′

t−p + θ1εt−1 + · · · + θqεt−q + εt (1)

For the analysis we used the auto.arima() function of R, its
ntire methodology, in addition to being available on R’s CRAN, is
ell explained in chapter 8 in [20], for the seasonal part, for ex-
mple, the work in chapter 2.1 demonstrates that for daily cases
‘If the frequency of observations is greater than once a week,
here is usually more than one way to deal with the frequency.
or example, data with daily observations can have a weekly
easonality (frequency = 7) or an annual seasonality (frequency =
65.25)’’. In addition the include.drift argument, which was
sed in our practical part is also explained in chapter 8.7, the
rift method is defined in chapter 3.1 and is a variation of the
aïve method allowing forecasts to grow or decrease over time,
he amount of change over time (drift) is defined as the average
f the changes seen in historical data.

.3. MLP neural networks

Neural networks are flexible computing structures to model
wide range of nonlinear problems, a significant advantage of
eural network models over other nonlinear models is that neural
etworks are universal approximators that can approximate a
arge class of functions with a high degree of accuracy. It is further
tated by [8] that the single hidden layer feedforward network
s the most widely used form of modeling for forecasting time
eries, this affirmative is one of the reasons we used our neural
etwork models with only one layer. In addition, the author of the
lp() function that we use in the R software to adjust the model,
entions in his work [21] that the most commonly used form of
eural networks for prediction is the MLP neural network and
hat the one step ahead prediction is calculated using inputs that
re lagged observations of the time series or other explanatory
ariables.
Mathematically the form of our ŷt+1 forecasts are represented

n Eq. (2), where I is the number of inputs pi of the NN , H is
he number of hidden nodes in the network, g(.) is a non-linear
ransfer function, β0 and γ0i are the biases of each neuron, w =

β, γ ) are the network weights with β for the output and γ for
he hidden layers:

ˆt+1 = β0 +

H∑
h=1

βhg

(
γ0i +

I∑
i=1

γhipi

)
(2)

One of the concerns with the definition of neural network
odels was the structure of the model, as they would later be
ompared with Arima models and used to generate a mixed

odel, the inputs were built based on the statements given
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y [22] that the number of neurons in the input layer indicates
he maximum cycle size or seasonality that the model can detect,
model of six neurons in the input layer could therefore capture a
eriod seasonality equal to or less than six, in this case the models
ith similar seasonality will be compared in ARIMA and MLP, in
ddition the order of differences of the MLP models that capture
easonality were built based on the D parameter of the SARIMA
odels, the best MLP will be used to build the mixed model.

.4. Hybrid MLP–ARIMA model

Proposed by [8] as a solution to the possibility that the approx-
mation of ARIMA models to complex nonlinear problems does
ot get to be adequate enough and the use of neural networks
hen used to model linear problems can produce mixed results.

n general, it is difficult to fully know the characteristics of the
ata in a real problem, the hybrid methodology proposed by
hang has linear and non-linear modeling capabilities, it can be a
ood strategy for practical use, when combining different models,
ifferent aspects can be captured. In summary, the proposed
ybrid systemmethodology consists of two steps. In the first step,
n ARIMA model is used to analyze the linear part of the problem.
n the second step, a neural network model is developed to model
he residuals of the ARIMA model, which would be the non-linear
art of it.
Since the ARIMA model cannot capture the nonlinear structure

f the data, the residuals from the linear model will contain
nformation about nonlinearity. The Neural network’s results can
e used as residual predictions for the ARIMA model. The hybrid
odel uses the unique capability and strength of the ARIMA
odel and the neural network model in determining different
atterns. Therefore, according to Zhang, it may be advantageous
o model linear and non-linear patterns separately using different
odels and then combine the predictions to improve overall
odeling and prediction performance.
Basically the predictions can be summarized with the follow-

ng equation, where L̂t is the linear part and N̂t is the non-linear
part of the forecast:

ŷt = L̂t + N̂t (3)

The ARIMA and MLP models chosen were those with the
lowest MASE, with predictions for the short, medium and long
time lengths (respectively 7, 14 and 28 days) made considering
the daily cases until April 25, 2021. The prediction of the linear
part was made using the ARIMA model, the MLP neural network
was trained on the residuals of the ARIMA model to predict the
non-linear part of our time-series, finally our predicted variable
would then be the linear part of the model plus the non-linear
part, just like in Eq. (3).

3. Results

For the prediction models adjusted to the daily number of
Covid-19 cases in the world (Table 1), the lesser computationally
intensive model in all considered time periods was the ARIMA
model both without and with seasonality being considered. Al-
though the MLP(1,5.1) model without capturing the seasonal
effect also required a higher level of computational power in
comparison to the adjusted ARIMA, the MLP(7,5,1), MLP (14,5,
1) and hybrid MLP(14,5,1)-Arima(2,0,4)(0,1,2)[14] were the most
computationally intensive models.

When considering a short term forecast horizon (7 days) the
best models were the ones which considered a seasonal effect of
14 days, the Arima(2,0,4)(0,1,2)[14] and the MLP(14,5,1) neural
network had the best MASE and SMAPE error measures. In pre-

diction horizon of medium (14 days) and long (28 days) term the

3

behavior was similar, the best models were the ARIMA and the
MLP neural network with a seasonality of 14 days, even though in
long time forecast horizons the error measure MASE was higher
than 1 in both models by using the hybrid MLP-ARIMA model in
these 28 days prediction horizon the error measures improved,
and the MASE was way lower in short time term forecasts with
the mixed model.

For medium term forecasts, despite the good performance of
the Arima(2,0,4)(0,1,2)[14] and MLP(14,5,1) models in the error
metrics, the combination of the models generated mixed results,
there was not a good capture of the linear and non-linear part
of the models resulting in a high value for the MASE statistic
in the hybrid MLP(14,5,1)-Arima(2,0,4) (0,1,2)[14] model, the R2
measure had a negative value, while the SMAPE was one of the
highest recorded in comparison to the other ARIMA and MLP
fitted models, only inferior to the MLP(1,5,1) model without
capturing seasonality.

4. Discussion

It is important to point out that database corrections can
generate changes in error measures, there are corrections made
to information prior to April 25th for example, this changed some
error measures, some for less and some for more, which may re-
veal a limitation of the work, even though there is a slight degree
of instability in all models because we are dealing with real-time
updated data and already started with a great amount of data in
the midst of the pandemic, which differs our work from some that
also used from hybrid methodologies such as [23] that proposed
a hybrid methodology using a polynomial neural network (PNN)
with corrective feedback to forecast in early stage epidemic, but
did not deal with constant updates in the data. In the database
corrections throughout our work the ARIMA and MLP models
calculated with the functions in R kept their structures, revealing
that the changes in the database were not enough to change the
structure of the models.

The SMAPE measure proved to be more resilient to forecast
errors, hence the importance of using it with the support of
MASE and the R2 coefficient, for the mixed model MLP(14,5,1)-
Arima(2,0,4)(0,1,2)[14] in short-term forecasts the use of the
three error metrics demonstrate that the MASE was adequate for
being close to 0 and much below 1, being the model therefore
better than a simple naïve, the R2 coefficient was close to 1, so
the model fit was quite good, then we can go on to analyze the
SMAPE, because despite being more resistant to errors, its value
was low, even after analyzing the support error metrics.

The role of prediction models in the management of Covid-
19 would be to create a preparation to deal with the behavior of
daily cases of the disease in a specific location, and to forecast
the consequence of adopted measures, considering the world in
(Fig. 1), with the use of models considering the use of each with
its specificity or need, ARIMA could be used in cases where a low
amount of computational power is needed, but even if its error
metrics are inferior to neural network or mixed models, ARIMA
allows for planning for small health units in the short and/or
medium term.

Among the most computationally intensive models, the
MLP(14,5,1) should be considered for planning actions that should
be taken for the medium term planning, and the mixed for short
and long term planning, in which the level of preparation to
deal with an atypical situation in the health sector is higher, by
capturing the two natures (linear and nonlinear) the mixed model
allows actions to be premeditated with greater certainty, such as
increasing the number of nurses in a location, or the acceleration
of vaccination campaigns to diminish a possible increase in cases.
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Table 1
Error measures of the adjusted forecasting models.
Forecast horizon Short term(7 days) Medium term(14 days) Long term(28 days)

Models MASE SMAPE R2 MASE SMAPE R2 MASE SMAPE R2

Arima(2,1,2)a 0.8147 0.0666 0.3655 0.7893 0.0663 0.5368 1.3533 0.1553 −0.1938
Arima(2,0,3)(0,1,2)[7]a 0.6033 0.0508 0.7426 0.6122 0.0506 0.7061 1.4004 0.1640 −0.2233
Arima(2,0,4)(0,1,2)[14]a 0.5441 0.0453 0.7113 0.5179 0.0439 0.7593 1.2644 0.1467 0.0401
MLP(1,5,1) 1.2615 0.1073 −0.1680 1.4714 0.1114 −1.0805 1.6767 0.1609 −1.0199
MLP(7,5,1) 0.4250 0.0355 0.8442 0.8180 0.0655 0.5554 1.5633 0.1887 −0.3784
MLP(14,5,1) 0.3584 0.0302 0.8851 0.3181 0.0267 0.9098 1.0262 0.1182 0.2815
MLP(14,5,1)Arima(2,0,4)(0,1,2)[14]a 0.2904 0.0236 0.9192 1.4191 0.1101 −0.3109 0.5865 0.0710 0.7596

aWith the drift technique.
Fig. 1. Moving average of daily cases of Covid-19 in the world.
. Conclusion

The ARIMA models proved to be less computationally inten-
ive compared to neural networks and the hybrid model, when
here is no capture of the seasonal effect, the ARIMA model was
etter than the MLP, both in terms of computational performance
nd error metrics, however, as expected, the neural network
odel was superior to the ARIMA when considering the capture
f weekly seasonality and in two weeks, the combination of
odels with the capture of seasonality in two weeks provided
mixed model with good error metrics.
The use of models should therefore be considered to assist in

ecision-making and in short, medium and long-term planning,
epresenting a greater use for the preparation than an objec-
ive forecast, mainly due to the dynamic update character of
he data and its corrections like [24] that also cited the lack
f accurate information in the beginning of the pandemic as a
roblem, the important thing is to know whether the trend in
he coming days will be a growth or a decrease in the daily
umber of cases, to then guide decision making, in fact the
odels that obtained a MASE < 1 can be considered for this,
eing the MLP(14,5,1)-Arima(2,0.4)(0,1,2)[14] model a good op-
ion for short and long-term planning and the MLP(14,5,1) for
edium-term planning.
It is also important to point out that there are a few limitations

n this work, such as the heterogeneity which is characteristic
f the data, since we dealt with data from all over the world,
he paper also does not consider the impact caused by the great
umber of variants of Covid-19, therefore not capturing its effect,
o the usability of the model built in this work may not be ideal,
4

but when used in certain controlled conditions this technique
may bring up good results for longer forecast horizons.

While some state of art works conducted in the Sars-CoV-
2 pandemic have not focused mainly in predicting the random
component of Covid-19 data, but also dealt with real-time up-
dated data like [25] that proposed a model that showed accuracy
even after 3 weeks working with data, there are still plenty of
possibilities to be explored in this field and future research should
be conducted with the use of hybrid methodologies and support
of previous studies that proposed deep learning or classical sta-
tistical models, to evaluate the impact of forecasting in controlled
conditions.
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